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Cape May County is New
Jersey’s southern-most coun-
ty and is considered a tourist

destination by many people. The area
is bordered by the Delaware Bay to
the west and the Atlantic Ocean to the
east making it ideal for those looking
to spend their summer vacation
either crabbing, clamming, fishing, or
simply enjoying the ocean at one of
the area’s many fine beaches. Most of
the county lies on a peninsula jutting
into the Delaware Bay and as expect-
ed, the land is flat and costal in
nature. Cape May Court House, with
a population of approximately 4,700
people, is one of New Jersey’s smaller
cities and the Cape May County seat. 

Those who think New Jersey is
nothing more than airports, oil
refineries and warehouses would
most certainly reformulate their
opinion of this country’s most dense-
ly populated state by a visit to this
area. While this description may be
appropriate for some sections of
northern New Jersey, the southern
part of the state is quite different.
Roadside stands selling renowned
“Jersey” tomatoes, corn, beans, blue-
berries and other fruits and vegetable
abound. A short distance away the
Belleplain State Forest, a 21,320 acre
tract of land, boasts many young
pine, oak and Atlantic white cedar
trees and better soil than the famous

Pine Barrens located a little farther to
the north. The forest includes recre-
ational facilities for picnicking, boat-
ing, camping, hunting, fishing, swim-
ming, and hiking on more than 40
miles of walking trails. In short, Cape
May County has just about anything
an outdoor enthusiast is looking for,
including an archery pro shop.

The Fletcher’s Corner is a quin-
tessential mom and pop archery
business run by Guy and Sally Kanas
and it is the only archery shop in the
county. Guy Kanas, a retired tug boat
captain, says he’s lived all over the
United States because his father was a
piping design engineer who worked
on nuclear submarines. “We were liv-

Tug Boat Captain Finds New

The Fletcher’s Corner archery pro shop is easy to find and grabs the attention of those driving by, thanks to creative
signage and some extra effort by the owners. Sally and Guy hang a colorful “open” flag by the street during their store
hours. They are standing in front of a professional, nicely painted sign with a dramatic broadhead projecting from the
upper right, a broadhead that one of their customers built for them. This sign is lighted at night. At right below you can
see one of two giant arrows built from PVC pipe and plastic lattice. This arrow was originally on the front of the building
as you can see in this early shop photo on the following page. Now it is planted  along busy Highway 47 where it can’t be
missed by travelers.
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ing in New London, Connecticut and
I was going to high school thinking I
would become an oceanographer as
it was a passion for me at the time,”
Kanas said. “After high school I
entered the Florida Institute of
Technology and got my Associate
degree in Marine Science Technology.
I was recruited by Tidewater Marine,
a tug boat company located in
Morgan City, Louisiana starting at $29
a day. I worked on a tug boat and
through self study and hard work, I
rose through the ranks learning a lot
along the way. Eventually, I was
assigned as captain of my own tug
boat in 1977 and was a tug captain for
seventeen years until I retired in

1994,” Kanas explained. 
“At that time I was in the middle

of a divorce and decided to head up
north from Baton Rouge where I was
living. My parents ran an Army/Navy
store in Villas, New Jersey which is a
short distance from here and I moved
here to be closer to them. I helped
them with the store and worked on
the ferry running from Cape May,
New Jersey to Lewes, Delaware as
well,” he added. 

While working on the ferry and
helping his parents run their busi-
ness, Kanas became involved with a
local archery range and noted people
were asking for archery tackle but
there was nowhere to get it locally. He

told ArrowTrade his father sold some
archery equipment in his store, but
not very much. Kanas saw a need and
decided to fill it and as a result, began
selling archery equipment and tackle
in a small area at the back of his
father’s store. 

Needing a name for his new busi-
ness, Kanas held a customer contest
and eventually came up with the
name The Fletcher’s Corner. He spent
five years working and selling archery
equipment in the back of the store
and eventually decided to buy a piece
of land and build his own archery pro
shop. Today, Kanas is an authorized
Hoyt, BowTech, Horton and TenPoint
dealer and is factory certified for

Career as NJ Pro Shop Owner
By Mike Raykovicz

At lower left is a deer silhouette that admittedly looks pretty tame by day, when most attention is drawn to the giant
arrows slanting down at the end of the pro shop. However, at night a spotlight mounted on the yellow post casts a giant
shadow of the deer on the light colored building. At right is how the indoor range looked this past January during
Customer Appreciation Day. Between 100 and 150 people attend each year. Many bring wild game dishes for others to
sample and a contest is held to select the best venison jerky. Free range time is one of the attractions. Note the neat
signs over the range that spell out rules to keep the shooting area clean and safe.
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BowTech and Diamond bows. Today,
the 5,000 square foot shop boasts a 14
lane indoor range as well as an out-
door 3-D shooting range. 

Kanas said he doesn’t have a retail
background and by his own admis-
sion is a terrible salesman. “Because I
don’t have a business background,
there’s no hard sell here. I give the
customers what they want and as a
result, I’ve built up a great rapport
with them,” he told us. “Cape May
Court House is located at the end of a
peninsula and I guess you can say it
wasn’t very smart of me to open a
store here. All of my customers have
to come from the north but, I’m the
only pro shop within 50 miles,” he
noted. 

Located on busy Highway 47,
there’s little doubt the building hous-
es an archery shop. Attached to the
side of the building is a twenty foot
long arrow Kanas crafted out of six
inch diameter PVC pipe. To make it
look like an arrow, he fashioned
fletching from some plastic lattice
material and attached it to the pipe
and then painted it. The result is an
attention getter that lets passing traf-
fic know where he’s located. Another
similar green, white and yellow arrow
juts out of the ground at an angle near
the roadway catching the people’s
attention as well. A small deer silhou-
ette stands at the side of the building
facing the highway and is illuminated
at night with a single spot light bulb.
“This thing is really effective at night,”
Kanas told us. “The light projects a
huge shadow of a deer on the build-
ing and it really looks cool when you
drive by,” he explained. 

Kanas said he hired a commercial
sign painter to paint a sign on the side
of his building but the painter could-
n’t do it due to the building’s corru-
gated construction. Kanas said the
sign painter didn’t return his deposit
and he didn’t want to risk more
money by attempting to hire some-
one else so he came up with the idea
of making the oversized arrows that
vividly call attention to his shop. In
addition to the arrows and deer sil-
houette, Kanas has a large flag posi-
tioned along the roadway telling cus-
tomers he’s open. 

Approaching the shop from the

parking area gives customers an
impression of professionalism. A
handicapped parking spot is reserved
in front of the store entrance and it is
marked with the appropriate sign.
The shop is an official New Jersey
deer and turkey check station and
there is a sturdy pole with a pulley

hoist and scale for weighing deer
right next to the sidewalk. “As an offi-
cial check station, I’m not required to
weigh any deer brought in, I just put it
there because my customers like to
know what their deer weighed,”
Kanas told us. Tables and chairs are
available for those who bring their

The outside of the shop is neat, clean and
handicapped accessible. It is an official
deer and wild turkey check station for the
state of New Jersey and the weighing
scale is attached to the tall pole at the left
in the above picture and in the close-up at
left. Although weighing deer is not an offi-
cial requirement, Kanas said he put the
scale there as a service to his customers.
“Everyone likes to know how much their
deer weighed,” he told us.

Tables allow customers to enjoy their
lunch outside. Some may have driven a
long way and will spend hours shooting
and shopping.

This refrigerator in the shooting range
(photo below) encourages long visits
because it holds an assortment of snacks,
water, soda and candy, paid for on the
honor system. The  pro shop also began
serving free coffee once Kanas figured out
it was simpler to do that than charge.
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lunch or who just want to relax after a
shooting session. 

Inside, the shop is neat, clean and
well stocked. Displays of clothing,
bows, crossbows and related archery
equipment are conveniently dis-
played so that customers can take a
close-up look at the gear on display.
We asked Kanas about theft and he
said he only had one problem with
merchandise disappearing. After
nine uneventful years, one day he
noted some of his releases, sights and
other items began to disappear. As a
result he had a security camera and
monitor installed with a sign warning
that surveillance equipment was in
use. Since it was installed, he said the
theft of his merchandise has stopped.
He also noted all the doors of the
shop are fitted with motion detectors
so that he knows when someone
enters or leaves the premises. 

Guy and Sally were married in
1997 and said they just celebrated
their thirteenth wedding anniversary.
Both have adult children from a pre-
vious marriage and Guy proudly
noted their mom and pop archery
business recently became the ulti-
mate grandma and grandpa archery
shop following the birth of their
grandchildren.  

Like many other pro shops across
the country, Guy and Sally work
together to make the business suc-

cessful. Sally does the books, pays the
taxes and bills, fletches and crests
arrows and makes sure the shop is
neat and clean. Guy does the ordering
and the necessary shop improve-
ments while repairing bows and deal-
ing with customers. “I don’t have a
business background and if it wasn’t
for her, these things would be difficult
for me. I couldn’t remain in business
if it wasn’t for my wife,” he said. 

Sally said among her chores was
making arrows and doing all the
inventory. “Guy buys it and I put it
away,” she said. Kanas invested in an
expensive Point Of Sale system but
admits if it wasn’t for Sally it would
have been a waste of money for him
since by his own admission he says he
dislikes using computers. “It’s been a
big help to us, but I’m the only one
who uses it,” Sally said. 

We asked Kanas about advertis-
ing and how he promotes his shop.
He said up until a short time ago, he
advertised seven days a week, 365
days a year on a local radio station
but stopped doing so when the sta-
tion changed from a country western
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Customer Jeremiah Tagle (right), drove
about 30 miles to ask Guy Kanas for advice
about a purchase. “I didn’t know his shop
was here,” Tagle said. “I found his website
on the internet and decided to come,” he
added. Kanas said the website set up by one
of his customers has been a big help in
attracting customers and increasing sales. Once he’s got a customer through the door
and rings up a sale, Kanas often gives them a free lighter so they’ve got something to
remember the business by.
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format to playing pop music. He told
us Tony Mazzarella, a biologist with
the New Jersey Division of Fish and
Wildlife and Blake Loper are his shop
shooters and represent the shop at
local and state competitions. “They
keep the name of my shop in front of
a lot of shooters,” Kanas said. As it is
with many other pro shops,
Mazzerella and Loper are not paid
but receive discounts on their pur-
chases and get free range time. “I
could never afford to pay someone
and still make ends meet,” Kanas told
us.  

Kanas said he doesn’t take trade-
ins on bows or sell them on consign-
ment. Instead, he allows his cus-
tomers to post notes about their used
equipment on a bulletin board in the
shop but doesn’t take any commis-
sion on the sale. With every new bow
purchase, he said he gives customers
a custom made hat embroidered with
the shop logo. Kanas told us he also
gives his customers a butane ciga-
rette lighter with the shop name, logo
and telephone number printed on
the side. “I’m not trying to promote
smoking, but I figure every archer
needs a lighter to finish off the ends of
string loops or servings and these
lighters come in handy. I buy them
five hundred at a time and they only
cost me 35 cents each. It’s a cheap but
effective form of advertising,” he
explained. Kanas also said he once
considered giving away inexpensive
scales for weighing nocks, broad-
heads, and inserts but with the preva-
lent use of drugs in today’s society, he

thought better of the idea since he
didn’t want the scales being diverted
to a bad use. 

Kanas noted he had an excellent
web site developed by Bill Bader
owner of Cape Graphics and one of
his customers. “Bill took the pictures,
and created the whole thing and this

has helped business a lot,” Kanas
said. While we were there Jeremiah
Tagle, a customer from Mays
Landing, a town about 30 miles
north, came in for some help. We
asked Tagle how he heard of the shop
and he told us he looked it up on the
internet. “This is my first time here. I

Sally Kanas does all the arrow building
and repair. She is comfortable doing cus-
tom fletches, crests or wraps for a set of
arrows to make them look just about any-
way a customer wants them to. The work
area is next to the doorway and separated
by a small partition. This way customers
can interact with
her as their
arrows are com-
pleted. Some sam-
ples of her work
are at right.

Sally Kanas (left) makes good use of the Point of Sale System the
firm now uses to track inventory. Guy Kanas does major ordering at
the ATA Show and then uses the Kinsey’s catalog (above) for many
fill-in orders. “Kinsey’s is a great resource. I can usually get the items
I order the next day and this makes my customer’s happy.”
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never knew about this place until I
looked it up on the computer,” Tagle
said. 

Bow repair is done right in front
of the customer and Kanas said he
tries to do it while a customer waits.
“Many of my customers drive a long
way to get here and so, I try to com-

plete the bow maintenance or repair
while they are here. They appreciate
that because that means they don’t
have to make a 50 or 100 mile round
trip to get their bow back. During my
busy season that begins in late July
and August, they may have to leave it
because I just can’t get to it while

they’re here,” he stated. 
Kanas said he has a $50 an hour

labor rate and charges $30 for a half
hour. There is no setup charge for a
new bow purchase. A bow tune-up
where he pulls and polishes the axles,
removes the limbs and lubricates the
limb pockets is a standard $40. He
said he tells customers up front what
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Kanas said he often adapts commercially
available archery tools to meet his person-
al needs. Here he’s shown checking the
draw weight on a customer’s bow with a
scale he devised himself. The digital read-
out allows his customers to see the actual
draw weight of their bow.

PHOTO RIGHT: Kanas moves items that
have been sitting in his shop for a while to
a discount table. Every customer coming
into the shop must pass by the table and
most take a look.

PHOTO BELOW: Despite limited floor
space, the shop didn’t seem cluttered.
Here a display of Rinehart targets sits
where his customers can easily see them
and the replacement cores he also sells.

After years without any problems, Kanas
said one day he noticed things began to
disappear so he installed a security sys-
tem. Since it’s been in place, along with
signs notifying people of the monitoring,
he said the theft has stopped.
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a service or repair will cost and gives
them a written receipt before work
begins. He said he does require a 20
percent deposit before he begins
work. 

Kanas said he modifies much of
the equipment he uses for bow repair
to make it more suitable for his needs.
For example, he showed us the E-Z
Bow Press he modified to make work-
ing on bows easier for him. He moved
the stud at the top of the bow press so
that it protrudes from the back of the
post rather than the front. He then
bent the cross arms slightly and
attached them to the stud at the back
of the post. “This gives me more room
to work on a bow string and more
than enough room to install a string
loop or peep sight when the bow is in
the press,” he explained. 

Another one of Kanas' ideas
involved putting a pigment in fletch-
ing cement to make it easier to see
when it is applied to a vane. “I
approached several manufacturers of
adhesives about the idea and finally,
Steel Force began making its Beyond
Bond with a pink coloration. This
makes it much easier to see where
and how much adhesive you’re
applying to the vane,” he said. Cathy
Giannetti at Steel Force said, “Guy
called us a few years ago and said,
‘Hey, I’m not going to buy any more of
your glue unless you put a color in it.’
We thought it was a great idea and
began making Beyond Bond in black
and pink. The black didn’t sell well for
some reason so now we only offer it in
pink.” 

The shooting range at The
Fletcher’s Corner has 14 lanes and
Kanas said the range is a work in

progress because he keeps modifying
it for his customers. He said he uses
Magic Stop Targets almost exclusively
because the company is willing to

work with him to modify and cus-
tomize their targets to meet his
needs.  

Kanas said he does much of his

Kanas is shown here demonstrating the Horton Vision to Ed Tapper, a member of the
Handicapped Bowhunters of America. Tapper lost his right arm in a motorcycle accident
when he was a young man. By using a diaphragm from an automobile carburetor, a golf
club and some rubber tubing, Tapper was able to design a mechanism that allows him to
release an arrow from a conventional compound bow with considerable accuracy. He’s
shown below loading his bow by standing on the foot rest he’s attached to the back of
the bow and pulling the string with his left arm. He then attaches the hook from a dog
leash he’s modified and wears around his neck to the string and stands up straight. This
allows him to connect the string to the release. Inhaling on the rubber tubing allows the
diaphragm to retract and the release to let go.

Kanas is bilingual (he speaks Spanish) and has mementos of his world travels on display around his shop. This blanket came from the
Ivory Coast of Africa. At center are some of the passport stamps he collected. At left is a copy of his captain’s license.
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ordering at the ATA show but relies on
Kinsey’s to supply items customers
want or need on short notice.
“Kinsey’s is my primary distributor
and they’re my fill-in when I don’t
have something a customer wants. I
generally work with Bill Hoke, Sr. at
Kinsey’s and he’s my go-to guy. He’s
really a great help,” Kanas stated. 

Like several other states, New
Jersey has adopted legislation legaliz-
ing the use of crossbows for hunting.
In anticipation of an influx of first
time bow hunters Kanas began sell-
ing Ten Point and Horton cross bows.
“I sold seventy five crossbows last
year and I thought I’d be checking in a
lot more deer this year, but I found
that didn’t happen,” Kanas told us.
“Some of my customers who had tra-
ditional compound bows bought a
crossbow and my inventory depleted
nicely,” he explained. Kanas said his
profit margin on crossbows is smaller
than it is with traditional compounds
and, even though he sold a lot of
them, they ate into the sales of tradi-
tional bows. “I would have sold fewer
traditional compound bows if cross-

bows weren’t legalized, but my profits
would have been higher,” he added. 

Kanas said he wasn’t negative on
crossbows and he does promote
them to customers who are interested
in buying one. When it comes to
using them on his range Kanas said
he allows crossbow owners to use his
range only under his
supervision and
only enough times
to sight in the unit.
He says once the
crossbow is sighted
in, he asks the own-
ers not to bring it
back unless they
need a tune up. “I’m
concerned about
the damage a cross-
bow would do to my
targets,” he said. As
fall approaches,
Kanas said he
expects the sale of
crossbows to pick
up. 

While we were
there, it was clear

Kanas had a special relationship with
many of his customers. He knew
them by their first name and said
many come in at least once a week to
shoot in his 3-D league or just to
shoot, have lunch, and hang out.
Kanas said his place is more than just
a shooting venue. “This is a commu-
nity hub and the shooters here are
like family,” he said. 

Edgar Holmes, a retired judge
agreed with Guy’s assessment. “I had
to retire from the bench when I
turned 70 so I got a dog and got into
hunting. Eventually I wanted to learn
to shoot a bow and arrow and decid-
ed to take up archery and I was
steered to The Fletcher’s Corner. As a
beginner I was nervous about going

PHOTO ABOVE: Guy and Sally run a youth archery
camp where youngsters learn the basics of archery
from professional archer, Ray Caba. Caba teaches
the youngsters all they need to know to learn to
shoot. The camp runs from Monday through Friday
for a week every August. In the photo above, partic-
ipants gather with Ray Caba (right) after a week of
instruction at summer camp. The gentleman on the
left in the photo was a parent volunteer who had a
son attending the camp.

PHOTO RIGHT: Professional archer Ray Caba is
shown here instructing young archers on how to
properly hold a bow. The students also learn how to
make arrows and to understand the parts of a bow.

Edger Holmes, a retired Judge (left) and
Bob Kulina, a website designer, are shown
here having lunch at a nearby restaurant.
The two shooters come in every Tuesday to
shoot their bows and the bull. “Our
Tuesday group of shooters comes for the
socialization as well as the shooting,”
Kulina stated.
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to a place where the guys were expe-
rienced shooters but, I needn’t have
worried. The guys here were so wel-
coming and helpful that I’ve become
a regular here. Guy has been a
tremendous help and the others have
been super as well,” Holmes
explained. 

Holmes’ friend and fellow shoot-
er Bob Kulina is a website designer
and does custom programming
applications. “I’m a competitive tar-
get shooter but not a bowhunter and
after a 25 year hiatus from shooting, I
got back into it. I’ve been shooting
here for the past two years and I
regard Guy and Sally as family that
not only know their customers but
appreciate their business as well.
Everyone here is extremely cordial
and willing to help other shooters.
Guy is just a great person to deal
with,” he added. 

Kanas said he used to sell hunting
licenses but stopped doing so
because of the time it took and the
bureaucratic red tape involved. “I
found I got more work done after I
stopped selling them than I did when
I had to issue them. Besides, I was
risking losing a $1,000 dollar bow sale
because I was tied up making two
bucks issuing a license.”  

To show customers how they feel
about them, Guy and Sally hold a
Customer Appreciation Day every
January. Kanas explained he offers a
20 percent discount on merchandise
that isn’t sold with a minimum adver-

tised price and holds an annual deer
jerky contest where customers can
enter their best deer jerky for judging.
“We only allow one entry per person
and each submission is judged by
judges picked by me. The judges can’t
have any jerky entered in the con-
test,” he explained. “I give out prizes

for first, second and third place fin-
ishers,” he added. 

Kanas told us about 100-150 peo-
ple attend this annual event and said
many of them bring in wild game
dishes made with game they’ve taken
over the season. He said the wild
game dinner is so popular, it has
become an annual tradition. Goose
Teriyaki, Buffalo Stromboli, Grilled
Woodland caribou ribs and more than
a dozen different chilies are some of
the dishes customers bring to the
shop he told us. Some of his cus-
tomers are coastal fishermen and

In addition to the summer archery camp,
the pro shop hosts a winter youth league.
In the photo above, Kanas gives a thumbs
up to all the participants in last years
Kid’s League. Each shooter received a tro-
phy for their participation. Sally Kanas
said, “The kids absolutely love Guy,” who
is shown clowning with a couple teenage
league participants in the photo at right.
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Joe Wagner gets some technical bow
advice from Pro Shop Shooter Tony
Mazzarella (right). Mazzarella is a wildlife
biologist for the New Jersey Department
of Fish and Wildlife and shop shooter.
Kanas said Mazzarella generates a lot of
Hoyt sales by representing his shop in var-
ious tournaments. Mazzarella also has
several of his game animals recorded in
the Pope and Young record books.
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bring in fresh clams and scallops har-
vested that day, he added. One of the
most unusual chilies was one made
with a variety of organ meats. Kanas
noted it wasn’t a dish they ran short of.

Kanas said he and Sally supply the hot
dogs, soft drinks, and eating supplies.
“I never have to hunt or fish,” Kanas
said with a grin. “My customers bring
me everything.”

In addition to Customer
Appreciation Day, every year during
the Christmas holiday season, Sally
makes up to a 100 dozen cookies for
anyone coming into the shop. “The
guys really like them and they look
forward to them. I’ve been baking
them since we opened thirteen years
ago and our customers tell us they
appreciate what we do and some even
ask me to bake specific ones,” she
said. 

We asked Kanas about growing
his business and he said he didn’t see
how anyone could generate addition-
al interest in archery without involv-
ing youngsters. “We run a kids league
during the winter months that is open
to youngsters from 7 to 14 years old.
As they get older, many of them join
our adult league,” he said. “We also
run an adult winter league,” he added. 

In addition to the youth winter
league and a kid’s summer camp, Sally
oversees shooting sessions for Boy
Scouts, church organizations, Girl
Scouts and the occasional birthday
party. “We even had a bachelor party
here one time and it was a lot of fun,”

Kanas uses Magic Stop targets on his range because the company is willing to provide
exactly what he needs. He writes when it is time to renew a shooter’s range fees on a
large calendar next to the range, and has them sign in every time they come in to shoot.
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she noted. “We try to get as many kids
in here as we can,” she added. 

We asked Kanas about the unique
problems he’s encountered by doing
business near the sea shore where
there are more bikinis than bows and
he said drawing customers is his
biggest issue. “We’re on a busy high-
way so there’s no foot traffic and with
the ocean a few miles away, I can only
draw customers from the north.
Fortunately, the next nearest pro
shop is about 50 miles away so cus-
tomers seek me out,” he noted. “With
the other shop so far away we try to
cooperate with each other. We buy
products together to get the best
price and use each other as an addi-
tional warehouse and trade goods
back and forth. If I have something he
needs we trade and vice versa. I’m a

member of ARRO and it’s helped a
lot,” he explained about his involve-
ment with that national buying group
headquartered in Wisconsin.

Reflecting on his accomplish-
ments, Guy told ArrowTrade he was
lucky enough to get into the archery
business at the right time. He said an
established customer core is essential
or a business like his wouldn’t make
it. In addition, he noted he couldn’t
imagine a better partner than his
wife. “I can do a lot, but she can do
more,” he said.

Sally added, “From being a tug
boat Captain to owning and running
an archery shop, he’s amazing. He
picks things up quickly and the kids
that come in here love him. Our cus-
tomers are our friends and he’s here
every day. He really does enjoy what

he’s doing and he enjoys the people
as well. He only takes one week’s
vacation a year and that’s to go
hunting with his friends in West
Virginia.”

We noted the shop hours he has
posted near the entrance to the build-
ing and asked about his long hours
and his seven day work schedule.
“Hey, I was a tug boat Captain and I
spent up to 90 days aboard my tug. I
never got off that
boat for months at
a time so despite
what seems to you
like long hours,
this is a walk in the
park for me. I get
to go home every
night,” he said
smiling.
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The 3-D league runs Tuesday evenings and Kanas participates with
his customers. He holds a drawing after the shoot and the winner gets
a $20 gift certificate. His customers love shooting the outdoor range,
which he estimates cost $40,000 to develop because of having to com-
ply with local ordinances to make sure there was no water runoff onto
neighboring properties. At left, 17 year old Tim Purdy shoots the
Stegosaurous target on the 3-D range. Shown next to it is a jackalope
Kanas but together. Purdy now competes as an adult after shooting in
many kid’s leagues at this New Jersey pro shop.
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Choose Your Hunting Partner Wisely.

Laura Francese
Martin Pro Shooter
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Firecat 400
With Nitro Hybrid  Pro Cams

Onza 3
With Nitro Hybrid  Pro Cams
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